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What is Interactive Digital TV / ISDB-Tb?

The Digital TV system combines a system of digital technologies for the transmission and reception of image and 
sound. 
Digital TV offers several benefits over traditional analog TV:

The Digital TV standard adopted in South America is called ISDB-Tb. The GDC Datacaster is a device absolutely 

compatible with the ISDB-Tb standard; this guarantees its interoperability with other broadcasting devices developed 

following this standard.

Model of Digital TV transmission
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To transmit information associated to a Digital TV signal, special equipment is 

necessary. GDC Datacaster is a product developed by Digital Stream to meet this 

need, both in broadcasting: TV channels, and in test environments: content 

producers, labs, interactive apps developers, etc.

Better exploitation of bandwidth: it allows the incorporation of multiple services (digital channels) on a carrier 
frequency of 6MHz bandwidth.

Better image and sound quality: resolutions of up to 1080i

It also provides the storage medium necessary to send information:
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This device permits the addition of EPG, Closed Caption, Ginga Apps, Editing Commands (stream events) and firmware 
updating (OAD), to the Digital TV contents. Its architecture was designed to connect its output to an external MUX or to 
use an internal MUX through software to generate an ISDB-Tb Transport Stream.

Depending on its configuration the GDC Datacaster can be used to:

Generate a complete and ready-to-be-modulated Transport Stream; this includes audio, video, apps, EPG, closed 
caption and OAD. This option is ideal for test environments and for the exploration of the capacities of Digital TV: 
labs, content producers, interactive apps developers, etc.

Generate data streams exclusively (apps, EPG, closed caption and OAD) so that they input an external MUX. This 
option is ideal for TV channels, broadcast stations, or any other broadcasting facilities where they want to add 
data.

GDC Datacaster

GDC: multiplexer + GDC Datacaster for ISDB-Tb.

PSI/SI:

- Sending data according to ABNT-15603. 
- Generating PAT, PMT, NIT, SDT, TOT, SDTT and AIT tables.
EPG:

- Storage of H/L/M EIT tables according to ARIB-STB-31, 
ARIB-TR-B14, ABNT-15603.
- Sends up to 32 programmed days with every obligatory and 
optional description.
- Fed through XML files.
Ginga/NCL interaction:

- Sends object carousel according to ABNT-15606 .
- App Signage through AIT.
- Allows app sending planning. 
- Allows sending Stream Events.
OAD:

- Sends firmware updates according to ARIB-TR-B14.
- Sends data carousel.

- Download plan by means of SDTT .
Closed Caption

- Allows sending Closed Caption according to ARIB STD-B24 
and ARIB TR-B14.
Multiplexing:

- Allows ASI, RTP, and file inputs.
- Automatic detection of incoming bitrate in interfaces ASI and 
RTP.
 - Multiplexing Audio/Video inputs.
 - PIDs filter.
Output:

- Allows modulated ISDB-T, ASI, to file and through RTP outputs.
- Output DVB TS 188 bytes per package or BTS ISDB-T 204 
bytes per package with TMCC and IIP information.
- Reed Solomon encoding in BTS output according to 
ARIB-STD-B31.
- Allows Multiplexing of partial reception services.

The GDC Datacaster can feed from different sources: via files, net (RTP), ASI, etc.
It allows outputs through RTP, TS files, TS via ASI and RF (modulated output).
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